Health Plan Advisory Council

The Coming Era of Radical
Network Value Management
The 2019 health plan strategic landscape
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ROAD MAP
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From the invisible hand to the iron fist
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Double-edged growth opportunities

3

A new era of referral management

4

Specialized management of specialty drugs

5

Enabling a community services network
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Happy Deductible Relief Day
Extreme cost sharing makes members self-fund half the year
“Deductible Relief Day,” annually
Day of the year when average health spending for large group
members exceeds the average deductible in that year

May 14
Apr 30
Apr 9
Mar 18
Feb 28

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012
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2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Source: Rae, Matthew et al., “Deductible Relief Day”, Kaiser Family Foundation, May 2019,
https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/brief/deductible-relief-day-how-rising-deductibles-are-affectingpeople-with-employer-coverage/#item-start; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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States facing their own tradeoffs
State Medicaid spending catching up to public education
Largest state spending categories
Direct state spending as a percent of state’s total direct expenditures
21%

Elementary & secondary education
17.8%
18.2%

13.4%

2000

Direct public welfare
(mostly Medicaid)

2004
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2008

2012

2016

Source: State & Local Government Finance Data Query System, The Urban Institute-Brookings Institution Tax Policy
Center, http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/slf-dqs/pages.cfm; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Purchasers increasingly going around plans
Tolerance for spending growth wearing thin
Highlights from state and purchaser initiatives to directly modify rates
Complement to plan

Substitute for plan?

Consumer protections

Rate standardization

Direct negotiation

California sets payment
for surprise OON1 bills
at 125% of Medicare’s
rate or average regional
in-network rate

Montana State Benefit
Plan indexes rates to
230% of Medicare rates

Peak Health Alliance
negotiated rates directly
with providers, then sought
coverage bids from plans

1) Out of network.
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Source: NPR, May 2019; Caiola, Sammy, “New Payment Model Tackles Surprise Medical Bill Issue”, Capital
Public Radio, Jan 2019; Livingston, Shelby, “Montana’s experiment in reference-based pricing has saved
$13.6M so far”, Modern Healthcare, Mar 2019; “Bannow, Tara, “Unique collective has ambitious plan to lower
health care costs”, Modern Healthcare, April 2019; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Medicare for All a sign of frustration for many
Presidential candidates
endorsing Medicare for
All, 2016

Presidential candidates supporting some version of
“Medicare for All,” 2020

Others running on health care as a central issue

Public support for Medicare for All

…if it would do the following

56%
Survey respondents who favor a
national health plan in which all
Americans would get their insurance
from a single government health plan
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71%
67%

Guarantee insurance as a right
Eliminate premiums and out-of-pocket costs

37%

Eliminate private health insurance

37%

Require most Americans to pay more in taxes

Source: Kirzinger A et al., “KFF health tracking poll – January 2019: The public on next steps for the ACA and proposals
to expand coverage,” Kaiser Family Foundation, January 23, 2019;
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Chris_Evans_(actor); Health Care Advisory Board interviews and analysis.
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Unaffordability is driving radical
cost-reduction initiatives by frustrated
public and private purchasers
Today’s unaffordable care sparks dramatic
political action. While federal legislation remains
tenuous, market frustration is already leading to
increasingly extreme spend reduction initiatives.
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ROAD MAP

1

From the invisible hand to the iron fist

2

Double-edged growth opportunties

3

A new era of referral management

4

Specialized management of specialty drugs

5

Enabling a community services network
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Growth available, but to what end?
Key market outlooks for major purchasers

MEDICARE ADVANTAGE

STATES

EMPLOYERS

Increasing growth opportunities…
 Medicare Advantage
enrollment projected to
rise to 40% by 2025

 Individual market stabilizing
 Medicaid expansion continues

 Strong economy demands
competitive benefits

…but diminishing plan flexibility over cost control methods
 Revenue increasingly
tied to quality as
service scope grows

 Eligibility restrictions and
diverse products threaten
to shift case mix
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 Private insurance pays
hospitals 241% of Medicare
prices on average

Source: “Wage Growth Tracker,” Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, May 9, 2019; Kamal R and Sawyer B, “How much is
health spending expected to grow?,” Kaiser Family Foundation, March 12, 2019; Girod C, et al., “2018 Milliman Medical
Index,” Milliman, May 2018; “2019 annual report of the boards of trustees of the federal hospital insurance and federal
supplementary medical insurance trust funds,” Medicare Board of Trustees, April 22, 2019; White C and Whaley C,
“Prices paid to hospitals by private health plans are high relative to Medicare and vary widely,” RAND, 2019; “Health
sector economic indicators: price brief,” Altarum, March 15, 2019; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Medicare Advantage

Medicare’s “Benjamin Button” decade winding down
An “old-old” boomer generation will strain future economics
Share of Medicare enrollment

Hospitalizations
per 1,000 enrollees

60%

286

114
40%

Surgical portion of
MS-DRG volumes

EVA RINALDI.

TOWPILOT.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.

20%

2021: First baby boomers turn 75

34.1%
15.8%

0%

2010

2015

2020

2025

Ages 65-74 years

2030

2035

2040

2045

 “Young-old” (65-74)
 “Old-old” (85+)

Ages 85+ years
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Source: “Report to the Congress: Medicare Payment Policy,” MedPAC, March 2018; “Standard Analytical Files (SAF)”,
Center for Medicare and Medicad Services, January 2017, https://www.cms.gov/research-statistics-data-andsystems/files-for-order/limiteddatasets/standardanalyticalfiles.html; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Most plans slow to embrace newly allowed benefits
But continued scope expansion may raise competitive bar
Supplemental benefits offered in MA products, 2019
Percent of plans offering benefit type [among plans offering any supplemental benefits]
n=2047 plan products with supplemental benefits

2018
63%

Over-the-counter drug benefit

36%

42%

Meals
NEMT

19%
28%

5%
2%

47%

Nicotine replacement therapy
13%

Caregiver support
In-home support
Social worker phone line
Home-based palliative care

FLEXIBILITY
EXPANDED

39%

1

Home safety devices

2019

3%
2%
1%

1) Non-emergent medical transportation.
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NEWLY
ALLOWED

ADIVSORY
BOARD
RESOURCE

2019 Medicare
Advantage Outlook
Source: CMS.gov. “Medicare Advantage/part D Contract and Enrollment Data” Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services; Jan. 2019. https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trendsand-Reports/MCRAdvPartDEnrolData/Benefits-Data-Items/2019-PBP-BenefitsQ1.html?DLPage=1&DLEntries=10&DLSort=0&DLSortDir=ascending; Sung, J, “Supplemental Benefits in
Medicare Advantage: What’s Changing in 2019 and What’s Not”, AARP Blog, Oct., 2018,
https://blog.aarp.org/2018/10/30/supplemental-benefits-in-medicare-advantage-whats-changing-in-2019-andwhats-not/; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Medicaid managed care

A good time for the Medicaid business?
Medicaid buy-in and public option plans also gaining traction nationwide
Revived ACA expansion activity

Several states considering Medicaid
buy-in or public option legislation

Virginia and Maine1
expanded Medicaid
in 2019

Idaho,1 Nebraska, and
Utah voters approved
expansion in 2018

North Carolina
actively debating
expansion pathways

1) Maine and Idaho do not have managed care programs.
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Passed buy-in/
public option legislation
Passed study
legislation

Considering buy-in/
public option legislation

Considering
study legislation

Considering
both

Source: Meyer H, “States giving public option health plans a hard look,” Modern Healthcare, June 2019; “Medicaid
buy-in and public option: The state of play,” Manatt on Health, February 2019; Ollove M, “Medicaid ‘Buy-In’ Could
Be a New Health Care Option for the Uninsured,” Pew, January 2019, Quinn, M. “Medicare For All? How about
Medicaid for More”. Governing. May 2019; “Status of state Medicaid expansion decisions,” Kaiser Family
Foundation, May 13, 2019; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Case mix may shift with Medicaid enrollment threats
Policy activities affecting Medicaid enrollment
Eligibility restriction

Enrollment deterrence

Limits on spending?

Trump administration
issues immigration rule

Tennessee’s pending
block grant proposal

Use of Medicaid, SNAP,2 and
Section 8 housing assistance
can prevent visa approval

• Lump sum payment given to
state with fixed baseline

Federal district
court rulings
D.D.C.1 rules to set aside work
requirements in Arkansas,
Kentucky, and New Hampshire

CMS offers
waiver support
Further waiver
progress still likely

USCIS
DHS
Inadmissibility
on Public
Charge Grounds

1 implemented
5 approved
7 pending

• Funding rises with inflation
and annual projected spend,
rather than enrollment
• Any savings shared with
federal government
• Exempts state from service
coverage, enrollment, quality,
and access requirements

4.1M projected possible

13.5M enrollees estimated

1M TennCare enrollees

coverage losses

to be or live with noncitizens

likely to be affected

1) United States District Court for the District of Columbia.
2) Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program.
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Source: “Medicaid Waiver Tracker: Which States Have Approved and Pending Section 1115 Medicaid Waivers?,” Kaiser Family Foundation; Japsen,
Bruce, “Trump’s Medicaid Work Rules Hit States with Costs and Bureaucracy,” Forbes, July 22, 2018; “Changes to “Public Charge” Inadmissibility Rule:
Implications for Health and Health Coverage,” Kaiser Family Foundation, August 2019; “1115 Demonstration State Monitoring & Evaluation Resources,”
CMS, August 2019; Garfield, Rachel et al. “Understanding the Intersection of Medicaid and Work: What Does the Data Say?” Kaiser Family Foundation.
August 2019; Collins, S, “Medicaid Work Requirements Increase Coverage Gaps,” Commonwealth Fund, February 2019; Rosenbaum S, “Looking Inside
Tennessee’s Block Grant Proposal,” Health Affairs, October 2019; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Individual marketplace

Profitable outlook comes at a steep price
Carriers find stability amid enrollment declines
Individual marketplace exchange enrollment, participation, and financing, 2014-2019
12.7M
11.7M

12.2M

11.8M

$5,772

11.4M

Total enrollment
(millions)

$5,724 Average annual
deductible1

8.0M
$4,308
$3,276

$3,312

$3,588

Average annual

$3,609
$2,425

$2,563

$3,064
$834

$4,034

1
$4,375 premium

$1,447

Rolling average
annual gross
margin1

$173

$67

($65)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

5.0

6.0

5.6

4.3

3.5

4.0

1) Silver benchmark plan, combined medical and prescription.
2) Calculated as the difference between total premiums
collected and total medical expenses incurred; averaged
across three years to mitigate fluctuation.
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Average carriers
per state

Source: CMS, “Health Insurance Marketplaces 2019 Open Enrollment Report” March 25, 2019; Number of Issuers
Participating in the Individual Health Insurance Marketplaces,” Kaiser Family Foundation, Marketplace Average
Benchmark Premiums, “Kaiser Family Foundation. Fehr, Rachel et al. Data Note: Changes in Enrollment in the Individual
Health Insurance Market through Early 2019Kaiser Family Foundation. August 2019. Jacobson, Grethcne et al. Financial
Performance of Medicare Advantage, Individual, and Group Health Insurance Markets. Kaiser Family Foundation. August
2019. Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Unsubsidized ACA consumers turn to STHPs
May contribute to marketplace enrollment mix shift
eHealth1 consumer enrollment in
STHPs2 and unsubsidized ACA plans
Percentage of enrollees by plan type

Coming soon?

n=38,090 in Q4 2017, n=39,130 in Q4 2018

Unsubsidized ACA plans

53%

47%

Q4 2017

!

STHPs

69%

31%
Q4 2018

eHealth consumers not fully
comparable to Marketplace population

1) eHealth is a private exchange whose consumers may be wealthier than the average U.S. population.
2) Short term health plan.
3) Health reimbursement arrangements.
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EXPANDED
HRAS3

Employers can
offer employees
HRA funds to
purchase individual
market coverage in
January 2020

Source: eHealth, “eHealth, Inc. Announces Fourth Quarter and Fiscal 2018 Results”, February 21,
2019; CMS, “Health insurance exchanges 2019 Open Enrollment Report”, March 25, 2019; Health
Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Employer-sponsored insurance

Labor competition dampens product pain tolerance
Employers ease benefit restrictions and add low-cost options
Changes in 2019 employer offerings (from 2018)
Percentage point change in proportion
of firms with health benefit feature
SERVICES

Unemployment rate

Covered
retail clinics1

September
9.8%

Lowest rate
since 1969

14%

Offered
onsite clinic

2%

Covered
telemedicine1

2%

3.5%
NETWORK
2009

2011

2013

2015

2017

2019

1) For firm’s product with largest enrollment.
2) For any product offered by firm.
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Tiered or highperformance network1

0%

Eliminated hospitals
from network2

-2%

Narrow network
option2

-2%
Source: “Unemployment Rate,” Bureau of Labor Statistics; Employer Health Benefits
2018 Annual Survey, Kaiser Family Foundation; Employer Health Benefits 2019 Annual
Survey, Kaiser Family Foundation; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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A clear cross-subsidy threat reaching its limits
Employers shoulder an outsized
share of total health care costs

Employees increasingly unable
to bear their growing burden

Average relative hospital reimbursement
Private pay

Medicare

241%

27 percentage point
difference in employee and employer growth
of health spending contribution, 2009-2017

100%

Percentage of disposable income
saved on average by US families1
Cumulative hospital price growth
by payer segment (2014–2019)

10%

12.4%
6%
3%
5.9%

0.5%
Private pay

Medicare

Medicaid

1) Based on US Federal Reserve data.
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1960s-1970s

2015

2018

Source: White C and Whaley C, “Prices paid to hospitals by private health plans are high relative to Medicare and
vary widely,” RAND, 2019; “Health sector economic indicators: price brief,” Altarum, March 15, 2019; Schulman K,
“The implications of ‘Medicare for All’ for US hospitals,” JAMA, April 4, 2019; Goldsmith J et al., “Medicare expansion:
A preliminary analysis of hospital financial impacts,” Navigant, 2019; Kamal R and Sawyer B, “How much is health
spending expected to grow?,” Kaiser Family Foundation, March 12, 2019; Sullivan, Bob. “Once Again, Americans Are
Not Saving Enough.” MarketWatch, 28 Aug 2018; Health Care Advisory Board interviews and analysis.
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New growth and diversification opportunities
come with rising competition, limited
revenue, and challenging case mix shifts
Current business line trends offer new possibilities
for health plan differentiation, but growing scope
and competition will make resource efficiency the
chief lever for securing growth. Simultaneously,
demographic changes, eligibility policy changes,
and new product options will likely shift segments
of healthy members.
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Will bigger be better?
Market share growth primarily accruing to large plans
Market share, by type of plan
Medicare Advantage
Covered lives

15,368,914

19,547,561

28%

23%

15%

Medicaid Managed Care
47,741,697

52,462,136

52%

44%

41%

9%

9%

38%

46%

50%

2015

2019

2019 (Merger)

12%

10%
57%

2015

65%

2019

 All other plans
 Blues plans
 Top 5 largest plans1

Centene + WellCare: A looming new giant?
Combined size

18M

$97B

Members nationwide,
becoming 4th largest insurer

Estimated
revenue

1) Includes Anthem, Centene, Molina, United, and WellCare for the Medicaid managed care
market and Aetna, Anthem, Humana, Kaiser, and United for the Medicare Advantage market.
LA Care becomes the 5th largest Medicaid plan when Centene and WellCare are combined.
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COMPETITIVE IMPACT IN QUESTION
AHA “Threatens to reduce competition…”
“Comparable size… would
CENTENE
enhance competition.”

Source: AIS Directory of Health Plans, 2019; Advisory Board, “Cetnene to purchase Wellcare in $15.3B deal,
becoming country’s third biggest insurer”, March 29, 2019; J;apsen B, Forbes, “Hospitals: Centene-WellCare
Merger Threatens Competition”, May 2 2019; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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A rising surge of medical spend

U.S. health care spending per capita, indexed to 20101
162%

100%

REIMBURSEMENT
RATE INCREASES
2010

Unsustainable
cross-subsidization

UNIQUE DRUG
DEVELOPMENT
2015

Expanded indications
and prices

1) Actual and projected.
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UNADDRESSED
SOCIAL NEEDS
2020

Limitless scope
with untested ROI

2025

Source: Kamal R et al, “How much is health spending expected to grow?” Kaiser Family
Foundation, https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/much-health-spendingexpected-grow/#item-average-annual-growth-rate-of-health-spending-per-capita-1970-2017and-projected-health-spending-2018-2027; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Calling Bruce Willis…
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Source: Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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ROAD MAP

1

From the invisible hand to the iron fist

2

Double-edged growth opportunities

3

A new era of referral management

4

Specialized management of specialty drugs

5

Enabling a community services network
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A rising surge of medical spend

U.S. health care spending per capita, indexed to 20101

REIMBURSEMENT
RATE INCREASES
2010

Unsustainable
cross-subsidization

UNIQUE DRUG
DEVELOPMENT
2015

Expanded indications
and prices

1) Actual and projected.
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UNADDRESSED
SOCIAL NEEDS
2020

Limitless scope
with untested ROI

2025

Source: Kamal R et al, “How much is health spending expected to grow?” Kaiser Family
Foundation, https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/much-health-spendingexpected-grow/#item-average-annual-growth-rate-of-health-spending-per-capita-1970-2017and-projected-health-spending-2018-2027; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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No two physicians are the same
Wide variety exists in network performance
Risk-adjusted physician cost for back surgery
All non-outlier episodes of joint degeneration of the back with surgery for one
commercial payer in the Southeast1
n=123 physicians for 1278 surgeries

Max:
$165

$160
$140

Median:
$16

$120
$100

Average
episodic $80
cost
$60
(thousands
of dollars) $40
$20

Min:
$2.6

$0
Individual physicians
1) See next slide for additional data notes.
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Source: Optum Advisory Services-Symmetry Advanced Analytics;
Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Diving beneath the network surface

“Insurance premiums use the
savings from the most efficient
providers to subsidize the
least efficient providers.”
Kyle Rolfing
Co-founder and President, Bright Health
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Source: Minemyer P, “How Bright Health is changing the payer-provider
dynamic,” Apr 30, 2019, https://www.fiercehealthcare.com/payer/how-brighthealth-changing-payer-provider-dynamic; Advisory Board research and analysis.
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Provider cost variation represents an insurance
subsidy driving wasteful spending—and
innovators are taking aim to avoid this
Insurance has long been a mechanism for subsidizing the
high-cost care of sicker patients with the premiums of
healthy patients using little care. As health care costs rise
and expand across populations, the variation of provider
costs has become a conspicuous source of wasteful
spending. New innovators in network management are
taking aim at the cross-subsidization occurring across
providers, rather than member segments.
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The new network management revolution
Two paths for radically activist network management

efficient
1 Empower
physicians
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exclusive
2 Target
providers

Source: Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Rapid growth of high-touch primary care continues
Plans eagerly coaxing innovator groups into local markets
Growth of select primary care organizations

Iora Health

24 locations

Oak Street Health

ChenMed

40 locations

40%

44% decrease

decrease in
hospitalizations

in hospitalizations

46% decrease
in ER visits

50+ primary
care medical
practices

50% fewer

Vera Whole Health

17 clinics

Cityblock

$65M
raised

25% reduction in
health care costs

hospital
admissions

Sample plans recruiting new partners to local markets
+

+

+

+

+

BCBSNC

Aetna

Humana

BlueKC

Empire
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Source: Bartlett, Jessica. “Iora Health Hopes to Expand Primary-Care Model with $100M Raise.” Bizjournals.com, 21 May 2018; “ChenMed Opens Its
50th Senior Medical Center.” Primary Care Medical Centers for Seniors, ChenMed, 1 Nov. 2018; Goldberg, Stephanie. “Oak Street Health Moves into
Philadelphia Market with Acquisition.” Modern Healthcare, 6 Sept. 2018; Health, Iora. “Iora Health Raises $100 Million in Series E Financing.” PR
Newswire: Press Release Distribution, Targeting, Monitoring and Marketing, 27 June 2018; “Iora Health: Most Innovative Company.” Fast Company,
2019; Joyce, John. “Boston Health Company to Bring Primary Care Clinics to Triad.” Bizjournals.com, 29 Apr. 2019; McGrane, Clare. “Vera Whole
Health Opening 3 New Clinics in Partnership That Aims to Change Doctor's Visits.” GeekWire, 29 Aug. 2018; “OhioHealth and ChenMed Partner to
Transform Primary Care for Underserved Seniors.” Primary Care Medical Centers for Seniors, ChenMed, 4 Dec. 2018; Truong, Kevin. “Cityblock Health
Raises $65 Million to Bring Healthcare Services to Underserved Communities.” MedCity News, MedCity News, 12 Apr. 2019; Truong, Kevin. “Universal
Health Services Joins Forces with Clinic Operator Vera Whole Health.” MedCity News, MedCity News, 30 May 2019; Health Plan Advisory Council
research and analysis.
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Return to sender
Choose specialists who prioritize primary care
Vera Whole Health’s care center referral process

Member managed in
extended primary care visits

PCP can consult with
high-quality specialists

Member referred to a specialist
who will return member to PCP

Success of Vera Whole Health

5

85%

10-25%

14-46%

Care centers launched with
BCBSKC and Providence
Health Plan, Jan 2019

Member care
delivered at Vera
Care Clinics

Cost savings
for self-funded
employers

Increase in cancer
screenings in first
6 months1

1) For employers launched with Vera in 2018.
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Source: Vera Whole Health, Seattle, WA; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Bet on advanced primary care and data-driven referrals
Invest in high-quality providers and guide members to use them
Centivo’s network structure

‘Centivo Select’

Full Network

Identify, reward, and support high-value primary care practices

• Rent broad network from
traditional health plan

• PMPM1 for care coordination and access
• Actionable incentives for appropriate referrals

• Complement employer’s
existing plan

• Referral recommendations personalized for different
patient demographics

• Use reference-based
pricing

10-20%

92%

$34M

Less expensive than a
comparable plan, estimate

Percentage of members who
have chosen a PCP through
Centivo’s app or concierge

Series A funding

1) Per member per month.
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Source: Livingston, Shelby, “Some startup insurers are ditching the deductible”, Modern Healthcare, Sept
2018, https://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20180915/NEWS/180919920/some-startup-insurers-areditching-the-deductible; Centivo, New York, NY; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Connection to a specialized expert
Propose virtual specialty consult to PCPs, emphasizing patient interest
CareFirst’s Expert Consult Program
Member-indicated opportunities
Member concern
Member with multiple
PCP and specialist visits
voices concern to plan’s
PCMH1 care manager

Physician approval
Care manager determines
with PCP if an expert consult
is indicated and appropriate

Third party consult
Care manager arranges a consult with
Teladoc® then shares results with
member, PCP, and specialist
1) Patient-centered medical home.
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• “I don’t really understand my diagnosis”
• “I have to decide whether to have this surgery or not”
• “My doctors are recommending different treatments”
• “My side effects are interfering with my life”

Value
propositions
for physicians

• Your patient requested a
virtual consult
• The treatment decision is
ultimately up to you
• Virtual consults will be from
peer-voted physicians
• We’ll take care of the
logistics and share all data

Source: Program Description and Guidelines for CareFirst PCMH and TCCI, CareFirst, 2017,
https://member.carefirst.com/carefirst-resources/pdf/pcmh-program-description-guidelines.pdf;
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield, Baltimore, MD; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Secondary consults drive primary savings
External guidance on elective procedures reduces unnecessary costs
How CareFirst chooses procedures for expert consults1

Elective

Variable

Expensive

Procedures such as
orthopedic surgeries and
benign uterine conditions

Specialties that can be impacted such as
oncology, gastroenterology, neurology,
rheumatology, and orthopedics

Cases are expected to exceed
$75K in annual spending

Expert Consult Program Results

$7K

4 of 5

95%

92%

Average reduction in
medical cost per case

Providers adopt
the expert consult
report findings

Of members would
recommend this program
to family or friends

Of cases result in
recommended
treatment change

1) Level 2 consults are done for elective and variable procedures. Level 1 (most intense)
consults are done for elective, variable, and expensive procedures.
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Source: Program Description and Guidelines for CareFirst PCMH and TCCI, CareFirst, 2017,
https://member.carefirst.com/carefirst-resources/pdf/pcmh-program-description-guidelines.pdf;
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield, Baltimore, MD; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Support primary care risk taking
Aledade provides non-ownership path for independent PCPs
BCBSNC1 partners with Aledade on Blue Premier ACO pathway

Aledade
ACO Contract

BCBSNC

Independent PCPs

Key support resources from BCBSNC and Aledade
Technology &
data analytics

Capital for practice
transformation

Enhanced fee
schedule

Operational,
regulatory advice

Scale for ACO
risk pooling

Multi-year glide path
to downside risk

1) Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina.
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Source: Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina, Durham, NC; Aledade, Bethesda, MD; Sharp JP et al, “Engineering a rapid shift to value-based
payment in North Carolina,” NEJM Catalyst, January 23, 2019; “Blue Cross NC and Aledade announce new VBC initiative to support PCPs across
NC”, Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina, Dec 2018, http://mediacenter.bcbsnc.com/news/blue-cross-nc-and-aledade-announce-new-valuebased-care-initiative-to-support-primary-care-physicians-across-north-Carolina; “Frequently-asked questions for providers”, Blue Cross Blue Shield
of North Carolina, Dec 2018, https://www.bluecrossnc.com/sites/default/files/document/attachment/providers/public/pdfs/news-andinformation/news/Aledade%20-%20FAQs%20for%20Providers.pdf; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Partnerships with primary care providers
will hinge on the ability to refer members to
high-value specialty care
These empowered providers—with enhanced
incentives and broader resources—are
simultaneously managing comprehensive care and
challenging the dominance of high cost specialists
and systems. Where target populations align, plans
should capitalize on these providers through clearly
defined partnerships.

© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a
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The new network management revolution
Two paths for radically activist network management

efficient
1 Empower
physicians

© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a

exclusive
2 Target
providers

Source: Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Transition to exclusive COE network
Walmart evolves financial incentives to ensure COE use
Timeline of Walmart’s COE1 program
2013

2017

Offers zero cost-sharing for
use of a COE location for
heart, hip, knee replacement,
and spinal procedures

2019

Raises employee costsharing to 50% for use of
non-COE locations for
spine surgery

Mandates use of a COE
location for spine surgery;
raises cost sharing for use of
non-certified imaging centers

Savings come from surgery avoidance
$32K $29K

Employee surgeries

Have
surgery

46%

54%

Avoid
surgery

Walmart payments
COE location
Non-COE location
Source: Evans M, “Walmart, other employers get choosier about workers’ doctors,” The Wall Street Journal, April 4, 2019;
Galewitz P, “Walmart charts new course by steering workers to high-quality imaging centers,” Kaiser Health News, May 15,
2019; Schnurman, Mitchell, “Why PepsiCo is paying DFW employees to go to the doctor’s office”, Dallas News, Dec 2018;
© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a Health Care Advisory Board research and analysis.
1) Center of excellence.
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Pick the best surgeons for new employer contract
Employers contracting with systems for the best physicians’ capacity

Six best Mount Sinai surgeons chosen for COE1 program with 32BJ2

Surgeons follow standardized
care pathway, deliver $12,000
savings per case to employer

Health system
contracts with
local union, 32BJ

10%

60%

Shift in market share for lowerextremity joint replacements

System selects
six highestquality surgeons

In the past, we were always reliant on surgeons
to bring cases to the system. Now, the system
is also bringing cases to the physicians.
Niyum Gandhi, Chief Population Health Officer, Mount Sinai

1) Center of excellence.
2) Labor union in New York City.
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Source: Health Care Advisory Board research and analysis.
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Chart the future one surgeon at a time
Delivering on employers’ demands for the best of the best
Carrum Health’s selective provider contracting process
All facilities and surgeons in a
market for a bundled surgery

Find most efficient facilities and
surgeons in a market using:
1

Physician
group
Health
system

Recommendations for surgery
appropriateness from high-quality
specialist advisors

2

Public quality and claims data

3

Confidential data provided
by system or group

Statistics on Carrum Health’s surgeons1

57%

45%

25%

Fewer complications

Fewer readmissions

Avoided surgeries

1) Compared to the national average.
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Source: Carrum Health, San Francisco, CA; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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One page to guide them all
Highlight the impact of PCP referrals on patient out-of-pocket costs
BCBSLA’s1 ancillary service cost one-pager2
Highlight effects on patient out-of-pocket
costs to encourage physician use

Start with ancillary services because PCPs
often lack insight into cost differences
Keep the focus on the cost difference
rather than specific numbers

BCBSLA.

Impacts from one-pager

23%

28%

Decrease in radiology
services going to
outpatient facilities

Decrease in labs going
to the more expensive
facilities

1) All providers have been pseudonymed.
2) Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana.
© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a Source: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana, Baton Rouge, LA; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Informing referral priorities, not just decisions
Use clinician-tested reports to probe PCPs’ own priorities
Mochi Health Plan’s1 specialist data report excerpt2

Consultative referral guidance implementation process
Opportunity Assessment: Consultant presents data on
opportunity for improved care quality and spend to PCP

Custom Prioritization: Consultants prompt
PCPs to share and understand their priorities
Granular Action Plan: Consultants walk through
tangible steps for change with clinicians and staff

Sample probing questions
asked by consultants

• Can the low cost specialists
handle the capacity?
• Is the location convenient
for the patient?
• What communication do you
want from the specialist?

1) Pseudonym.
2) National Provider Identifier (NPI) has been covered in this excerpt.
© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a

Source: Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Contracting norms leave little room for granularity
Capability will only become harder to build as systems merge

Limitations of network contracting

HEALTHCARE FINANCE
January 28, 2019

Plan

System

Pick-and-choose
service inclusion

Healthcare mergers and
acquisitions had record year
in 2018, up 14.4 percent

Reimbursement
rate variation

Preferential steerage
to clinicians

© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a

Source: Lagasse, Jeff, “Healthcare mergers and acquisitions had record year in 2018”, Healthcare
Finance, Jan 2019, https://www.healthcarefinancenews.com/news/healthcare-mergers-andacquisitions-had-record-year-2018-144-percent; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Radical steerage to the most efficient clinicians
for specific services will become the norm
across specialty and procedural care
Though narrow networks are not a new idea, they are
often frustrating to consumers and impossible for plans
with already thin networks. However, purchasers are now
seeking to construct even narrower networks themselves,
at the physician and service level. As demands for
network design become more granular, new entrants will
offer a-la-carte network construction and health plans will
have to ensure network operations keep pace with
emerging industry results.
© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a
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Not enough high performers to go around?
Network activists will secure efficient providers first
Risk-adjusted physician cost for back surgery
All non-outlier episodes of joint degeneration of the back
with surgery for one commercial payer in the Southeast

The scramble for
desirable physicians

n=123 physicians for 1278 surgeries

TRAINING
Max:
$165

$160
$140

Median:
$16

$120

OWNERSHIP

OptumCare1 seeks population
health-minded practices

$100

Average
episodic $80
cost
$60
(thousands
of dollars) $40
$20

Kaiser and Geisinger jump into
the medical school business

PARTNERSHIPS

BCBSMA2 and Atrius Health
enter 7-year global risk contract

Min:
$2.6

$0
Individual physicians
1) Advisory Board is a subsidiary of Optum. All Advisory Board research,
expert perspectives, and recommendations remain independent.
2) Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts.
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Source: Optum Advisory Services-Symmetry Advanced Analytics; “Kaiser Permanente School of Medicine to open
summer 2020”, Permanente Medicine, Feb 2019; “Geisinger Commonwealth School of Medicine MD Class of 2018
celebrates successful Match Day”, Geisinger, Mar 2018;“Atrius Health, BCBSMA announce deeper collaboration to
transform health care experience”, BCBSMA, Feb 2019; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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As the industry competes for high-performing
providers, plans must weigh major investments
in recruiting, funding, and even training
Though beyond a plan’s traditional competency, plans
will not be able to completely rely on the existing
supply of providers and venture funding for new
primary care models. Increasing competition for a
limited supply of physicians is prompting more drastic
measures to guarantee network participation—direct
training, acquisition, and business partnerships. Plans
will need to actively invest in securing the highperforming providers their network requires.
© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a
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ROAD MAP

1

From the invisible hand to the iron fist

2

Double-edged growth opportunities

3

A new era of referral management

4

Specialized management of specialty drugs

5

Enabling a community services network
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A rising surge of medical spend

U.S. health care spending per capita, indexed to 20101

REIMBURSEMENT
RATE INCREASES
2010

Unsustainable
cross-subsidization

UNIQUE DRUG
DEVELOPMENT
2015

Expanded indications
and prices

1) Actual and projected.

© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a

UNADDRESSED
SOCIAL NEEDS
2020

Limitless scope
with untested ROI

2025

Source: Kamal R et al, “How much is health spending expected to grow?” Kaiser Family
Foundation, https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/much-health-spendingexpected-grow/#item-average-annual-growth-rate-of-health-spending-per-capita-1970-2017and-projected-health-spending-2018-2027; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Drug savings in plane sight
Utah health plan for state employees starts pharmacy tourism to Tijuana
Utah Public Employees Health Plan (PEHP)’s pharmacy tourism program
The Salt Lake Tribune
October 28, 2018
• Plane tickets to San Diego
• Transportation to Tijuana
• $500 cash for patients who
need specific MS, cancer,
or autoimmune drugs

PIXABAY.

To fight high drug prices,
Utah will pay for public
employees to go fill
prescriptions in Mexico

“Why wouldn’t we pay $300 [in transportation costs] to
go to San Diego, drive across to Mexico and save the
system tens of thousands of dollars? If it can be
done safely, we should be all over that.”
Rep. Norman Thurston, R-Provo

© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a

Source: Alberty E, “To fight high drug prices, Utah will pay for public employees to go fill prescriptions in Mexico,” The Salt
Lake Tribune, October 29, 2018, https://www.sltrib.com/news/2018/10/28/fight-high-drug-prices/;
https://pixabay.com/photos/beach-tijuana-border-border-line-1464140/; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and
analysis.
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Bringing out the sledgehammer for pharmacy prices?
But track record on policy follow-through causes skepticism
Range of price controls under debate

Index and/or cap
reimbursement to rates
paid by international
governments (U.S.
pays 80% more for
drugs on average1)

Give the federal
government the
authority to
negotiate—or
centrally set—the
prices of drugs

Allow states,
wholesalers, and
pharmacies to
import drugs from
other countries,
notably Canada

Modify patent laws
and FDA approval
processes to limit
exclusivity periods
and promote
generic entry

Implementation outlook?

July 11, 2019

July 8, 2019

July 24, 2019

“Trump Administration Drops
Plan to Curb Drug Rebates”

“Trump Rule Requiring Drug
Prices in TV Ads Blocked”

“Senate Will Not Vote On DrugPricing Bills Before August Recess”

1) Compared to 16 other developed economies for 27 Part
B drugs included in CMS’s analysis.
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Source: Armour S “Trump Administration Drops Plan to Curb Drug Rebates,” Wall Street Journal, July
11, 2019; Armour S, “Trump Rule Requiring Drug Prices in TV Ads Blocked,” Wall Street Journal, July
8, 2019; Wilkerson J, Cohrs R, “Senate Will Not Vote On Drug-Pricing Bills Before August Recess,”
Inside Health Policy, July 24, 2019; Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Specialty quickly becoming the norm
Traditional drug spending no longer guaranteed to offset total growth
Per capita drugs spending and growth1
Real 2018 dollars, net of rebates

$1,000

$262

$738

2009

$1,006

$279

$727

2010

$988

2011

$1,064

$438

$471

$1,034

$1,044

$489

$517

$931

$922

$300

$318

$385

$631

$603

$595

$605

$592

$546

$527

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

$289

$699

$1,043
$981

Specialty
drug
spending

Traditional
drug
spending

1) Pricing at the manufacturer level.
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Source: "Medicine Use and Spending in the U.S. A Review of 2018 and Outlook to
2023,” IQVIA Institute, May 2019; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Unpacking the future of drug costs
Major challenges driving future drug spending

34 of 59 FDA

90% of prescriptions
dispensed are generic,
up from 75% in 2009

Generics saturation

97% of the time,
generics used when
available

novel drug approvals
in 2018 were for rare
diseases
Pharmaceutical Technology
March 2019

Pipeline portfolio

“The race to buy
gene therapy
developers is
intensifying”

28% reduction in
absolute drug
spending attributed to
rebates, 2018

Persistent rebates

Provider economics

• Revenue potential
via buy & bill drugs,
specialty pharmacy

• Cost management
potential through
care coordination

Source: "Medicine Use and Spending in the U.S. A Review of 2018 and Outlook to 2023,” IQVIA Institute, May 2019; “2018
New Drug Therapy Approvals,“ U.S. Food and Drug Adminstration, January 2019; “The race to buy gene therapy
© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a developers is intensifying,” Pharmaceutical Technology, March 2019; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Today’s value framework falls short
Plans will need to evolve a ‘rubric’ for accommodating broader evidence
Major drivers of value, by frequency of use
Today’s standard
coverage
framework

Growing interest in TCOC models that consider
cost-reduction as driver of value, but definitions
and practical applications are convoluted

REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS

Safety

Clinical
benefit

TOTAL COST
OF CARE

Cost to
deliver
• Unit costs
• Site of care

• Medical
administration

Cost to
access
• Out-of-pocket
cost

Ad-hoc use in
coverage
determination
HOLISTIC
CHARACTERISTICS

Avoidable
cost
• Hospitalizations

• ED, urgent
• Care, utilization
care visits
management

Member
experience

Social
benefit

• Adverse
reactions

• Premiums

• Prior auth,
step therapy

• Herd
immunity

• QALYs1

• Ease of use

“We’re far down the road in discussions about value-based contracts with some drug and
device manufacturers, but we haven’t transacted any. How are we going to define ‘value’?
I think we have a fundamental disagreement on what value is.”

CMO, large provider-sponsored health plan
1) Quality-adjusted life years.
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Source: Advisory Board research and analysis.
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No drug financing panacea
Traditional and emerging specialty drug cost management strategies for health plans
Large
population

Coverage
restriction

Pharmacistguided
utilization

Large-scale
reinsurance

Comprehensive
appropriate use
protocols

TARGET
USERS

Niche
segment

Initial
expenditure

Ongoing
adherence
KEY COST
DRIVER

© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a

Source: Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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The population tipping point?
Plans must weigh new subscription models against poor alternatives
The Hepatitis C drug price shock
New
2013 Sovaldi
treatments 2013 Olysio
launch
2014 Harvoni

Massive
cost
impact

$35k-100k

13% increase in

for full course
of treatment

total drug spending,
2013-14

COMMON COST MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
Benefit Design
Restrictions

PLANS

99% of plans created a new
specialty tier for HCV agents1

95% of plans applied an average
32% coinsurance for HCV agents1

36% of members prescribed
HCV agents were denied coverage
1) Data from formularies of Medicare Advantage
Prescription Drug Plans (n=1,635) in 2015.
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STATES

Bulk Subscription
Models

Louisiana Medicaid + Gilead
Unlimited access to a generic
version of Epclusa for 5 years
for 10K Medicaid beneficiaries
Washington Health Care Authority + AbbVie
Unlimited access to hepatitis C treatment
for all state benefits members (including
Medicaid and state employees)
Source: Livingston S, “Insurer denials for hepatitis C treatment remain high,” Modern Healthcare,
June 07, 2018; “Gilead enters subscription-based contract with Louisiana for hepatitis C drugs,” Modern
Healthcare, March 2019; Dunn, Andrew, “Abbvie wins hep C contract with Washington state in latest
Netflix deal”, Biopharma Dive, April 2019; Jung JK et al, “Coverage for Hepatitis C Drugs in Medicare Part
D,” Am J Manag Care, May 2016, 22(6 Spec No); Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Costs for rare drugs often passed to consumers
Plan approaches seek to broaden reinsurance
“The $6 Million Drug Claim”
The Patterson Family
3 members
using Strensiq

$2M annual per-person

Pharma: the payer of last resort?

$116M

$63M

Pharma company
donations to patient
advocacy groups, 20151

Pharma company
lobbying activities,
20151

charge for Strensiq (compared
to $285K expected)

35¢ per hour per worker

Plan-PBMs add new reinsurance “protection” programs

contribution to family’s
Stensiq prescriptions at
union offering coverage

Union put drug payment on hold;
considered raising premiums
for the first time in eight years

Cigna launches Embarc
Benefit ProtectionSM
program to offer select gene
therapy coverage for
additional PMPM payment

1) Data from IRS filings of 14 large pharmaceutical
companies.
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CVS adding new gene
therapy stop-loss
protection offering for
self-insured Aetna
clients

Source: Walker J, Mathews AW, “Insurers Pitch New Ways to Pay for Million-Dollar Therapies,” Wall
Street Journal, September 2019; Abelson R, Thomas K, “The $6 Million Drug Claim,” New York Times,
August 2019; Kopp E, et al, “Patient Advocacy Groups Take In Millions From Drugmakers. Is There A
Payback?” Kaiser Health News, April 2018; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Reinventing physician scorecard delivery
Pharmacist visits individual provider practices to discuss pharmacy data
BCBS Vermont’s Pharmacist Delivers Pharmacy Data to Providers

Provider A

Provider B

Provider Relations
Pharmacist

Pharmacist
Program Results

1,159
Pharmacist Responsibilities

Providers reached by
pharmacist, 2018

69%
Share pharmacy scorecard
that compares their costs to
peer benchmarks

Present on providerrequested topics at
practice lunch-and-learns

Sample scorecard metrics:

Sample provider-requested topics:

•

Formulary adherence rates

•

Formulary diabetes drug options

•

Total pharmacy costs

•

Targeting members for MTM2

Success rate in
switching diabetes
medication, 2018

$100K+
Saved by BCBSVT from
members participating
in MTM, 2018

1) Medication Therapy Management.
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Source: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont, Montpelier, VT; Chief Medical Officer Roundtable research and analysis.
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Some plans putting steps together
Use claims, EHR data to revise access protocols, scope appropriate use

Nordic Health Plan1 expands access to lower total cost of care (TCOC)
Initial UM Protocol
Implemented step therapy and prior
authorization (PA) requirements to
control spend on costly multiple
sclerosis (MS) drugs

Outcomes Analysis
Analyzed ED and hospitalization
rates for MS patients at different
phases of step therapy protocol

Segment Targeting
Identified patients most likely to
benefit from rapid start on newer,
more expensive therapies

Impact Assessment
Determined step therapy and PA delays
increased TCOC; patients on cheaper
drugs had more ED and hospital visits

Revised UM
protocols to
expedite access
to new, high-cost
therapies for
right subset of
MS patients

1) Pseudonym.
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Source: Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Plans must prepare a portfolio of strategies for
expanding, costly specialty drug applications—
and systematically track broader “value”.
Expanding applications of costly specialty drugs will
challenge plans’ existing financing mechanisms and
ability sustain meaningful coverage. Plans will need to
build new capabilities to prepare for increased and new
demand by focusing eligibility criteria, incorporating
pharmacist expertise, and expanding business criteria
for determining “value” for a growing array of therapies.
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ROAD MAP

1

From the invisible hand to the iron fist

2

Double-edged growth opportunities

3

A new era of referral management

4

Specialized management of specialty drugs

5

Enabling a community services network
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A rising surge of medical spend

U.S. health care spending per capita, indexed to 20101

REIMBURSEMENT
RATE INCREASES
2010

Unsustainable
cross-subsidization

UNIQUE DRUG
DEVELOPMENT
2015

Expanded indications
and prices

1) Actual and projected.
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UNADDRESSED
SOCIAL NEEDS
2020

Limitless scope
with untested ROI

2025

Source: Kamal R et al, “How much is health spending expected to grow?” Kaiser Family
Foundation, https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/much-health-spendingexpected-grow/#item-average-annual-growth-rate-of-health-spending-per-capita-1970-2017and-projected-health-spending-2018-2027; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Finally ready for social action?
Social needs: a standard part of care conversations
Drivers of today’s SDOH1 business imperative

New flexibility

Required screening

Provider interest

CMS authorized plans to
offer supplemental
benefits for specific
member segments and has
further widened the scope
of these benefits for 2020

Screening for SDOH
increasingly required under
transformation programs
(e.g. CPC+, NCQA’s2 new
Population Health
Accreditation Program,
CMMI’s Accountable Health
Communities model)

Health system
executives addressing
SDOH due to shifting
payment, cost, fundraising,
and policy imperatives

1) Social determinants of health.
2) National Committee for Quality Assurance.
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Source: “Population Health Program Accreditation”, NCQA,
https://www.ncqa.org/employers/ncqa-programs-of-interest-to-employers/populationhealth-program-accreditation/; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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North Carolina waiver marks official SDOH funding
Social determinants referrals a centerpiece of state’s Medicaid strategy
Health plan roles in North Carolina Medicaid’s Healthy Opportunities Pilot Program
Screen for eligible beneficiaries

Manage appropriate pilot services

At least one…

Pilot service organizations to provide:
Health risk factors
• Adults and children with more than two
chronic conditions, repeated ER use,
hospital admissions
• High-risk pregnant women, infants, children

• Tenancy support; housing quality and safety; legal
referrals; security deposit and first month rent;
short-term post-hospitalization housing assistance
• Food support and meal delivery
• Non-emergency health-related transportation
• Interpersonal violence-related transportation,
legal referrals, and parent-child supports

And at least one…

$650M

Social risk factors
• Homelessness, housing, food, or
transportation insecurity
• At risk of witnessing or experiencing
interpersonal violence
© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a

Plans given access to
new NCCARE360
community referral
management tool

Amount authorized for
services and capacity
building by CMS across
the five-year pilot
Source: Hinton E et. al., “A First Look at North Carolina’s
Section 1115 Medicaid Waiver’s Health Opportunities
Pilot,” Kaiser Family Foundation, May 2019.
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An expanding definition of social determinants
Growing scope of drivers linked to outcomes
Kaiser Family Foundation’s framework for social determinants of health

Health Care
System
• Health coverage
• Provider
availability
• Provider bias
• Provider cultural
and linguistic
competency
• Quality of care

Food
• Hunger
• Access to
healthy options

•
•
•
•
•
•

Neighborhood
and Physical
Environment

Community
and Social
Context

Housing
Transportation
Safety
Parks
Playgrounds
Walkability

• Social
integration
• Support systems
• Community
engagement
• Discrimination

Traditional
health focus
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Economic
Stability
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employment
Income
Expenses
Debt
Medical bills
Support

Education
• Literacy
• Language
• Early childhood
education
• Vocational
training
• Higher
education

Broader social
context

Source: Heiman, “Impact of Different Factors on Risk of Premature Death,” Kaiser Family Foundation,
https://www.kff.org/disparities-policy/issue-brief/beyond-health-care-the-role-of-social-determinants-inpromoting-health-and-health-equity/; Population Health Advisor research and analysis.
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Successes mixed for each plan
Pilot investments have varied impacts across the industry

Which social determinants intervention
yields the biggest ROI for your plan?
Percent of respondents
n=86 respondent health plan leaders attending virtual Advisory Board presentation in June 2019

28%
25%
20%

18%

9%

Food

Housing

Transportation

Neighborhood &
physical environment
© 2019 Advisory Board • All rights reserved • advisory.com WF1150615-101619-Chicago-speech-a

Community and
social context

Economic stability
& education

Source: Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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But no clear target for initial investment
Nascent field means plans must rely on limited evidence and risk tolerance
Evidence for impact and appropriate scope of social determinant interventions1
Strength of
Evidence of
Intervention

High

Moderate

Low

Health literacy
support

Health
coaching

Languageconcordant
care2

Mobile health
clinics

Non-emergency
transportation2

Social cohesion
interventions2

Entire membership
1) Literature indicates that intervention reduces cost or
utilization, or improves health outcomes.
2) High strength of evidence of impact of problem, despite
lower evidence of intervention success.
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?
Community Employment/ Supportive
health worker
income
housing
program
support2
program2

Food security
services2

Rising-risk members

High-risk members

Population Target
Source: Care Delivery Innovation Reference Guide, Integrating Psychosocial Risk Factors into Ongoing
Care, Population Health Advisor, Advisory Board; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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No perfect owner of social determinants
When the payer can’t pay and the provider can’t provide
Stakeholder barriers to supporting action on social determinants
Plans

Providers

Community-based
organizations

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE

Payment

Detection

Delivery

EXECUTION BARRIERS

• Inconsistent local presence

• Discomfort with scope

• Limited funding

• Restrictions on spending

• Limited bandwidth

• Ad-hoc detection

• Membership churn and
insufficient market share
limits ROI guarantee

• Uninformed about broader
needs and resources

• Limited business capabilities
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Source: Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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The new social network?
Adapt network management approach to suit product feature network
Three key questions for network management

Which partners do I
include in the network?

To which members
do I offer access?

How do I get members
to use services?

Physicians

Quality, licensed
providers who meet
clinical standards

Equal access
for membership

Not an issue because
overutilization occurs

New partners

Unclear due to
diverse partners with
varied standards

Targeted
subpopulation

Challenging because
members don’t know
of features
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Source: Health Plan Advisory Council interviews and analysis.
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Long ignored, social determinants are
garnering industry attention—but plans must
be principled in collaboration and investments
Though the jury remains out on the long-term efficacy of
direct plan investments in social determinants,
regulators are increasingly prompting investments in
tackling social determinants and systems are beginning
to take note. As unilateral initiatives are risky, plans must
consider where to invest directly or partner. Committed
plans are showing early moves toward more deliberate
coordination of efforts.
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DARTing toward a change in course

NASA.

Schematic of the DART mission
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Source: Byrd D, “NASA has a plan to knock an asteroid off course,” EarthSky, June 30, 2019;
https://www.nasa.gov/planetarydefense/dart; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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New skills to combat cost pressures
U.S. health care spending per capita, indexed to 20101

162%

100%

REIMBURSEMENT
RATE INCREASES
2010

UNIQUE DRUG
DEVELOPMENT
2015

UNADDRESSED
SOCIAL NEEDS
2020

2025

The financial case for a
frictionless experience

Product innovations for
the non-provider network

Four priorities to guide member
experience improvement

How plans can show value when
purchasers demand more than clinical care

1) Actual and projected.
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Source: Kamal R et al, “How much is health spending expected to grow?” Kaiser Family
Foundation, https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/much-health-spendingexpected-grow/#item-average-annual-growth-rate-of-health-spending-per-capita-1970-2017-andprojected-health-spending-2018-2027; Health Plan Advisory Council research and analysis.
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Advisory Board has made efforts to verify the accuracy of the information it
provides to members. This report relies on data obtained from many sources,
however, and Advisory Board cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information
provided or any analysis based thereon. In addition, Advisory Board is not in the
business of giving legal, medical, accounting, or other professional advice, and its
reports should not be construed as professional advice. In particular, members
should not rely on any legal commentary in this report as a basis for action, or
assume that any tactics described herein would be permitted by applicable law or
appropriate for a given member’s situation. Members are advised to consult with
appropriate professionals concerning legal, medical, tax, or accounting issues,
before implementing any of these tactics. Neither Advisory Board nor its officers,
directors, trustees, employees, and agents shall be liable for any claims, liabilities,
or expenses relating to (a) any errors or omissions in this report, whether caused
by Advisory Board or any of its employees or agents, or sources or other third
parties, (b) any recommendation or graded ranking by Advisory Board, or (c) failure
of member and its employees and agents to abide by the terms set forth herein.
Advisory Board and the “A” logo are registered trademarks of The Advisory Board
Company in the United States and other countries. Members are not permitted to
use these trademarks, or any other trademark, product name, service name, trade
name, and logo of Advisory Board without prior written consent of Advisory Board.
All other trademarks, product names, service names, trade names, and logos used
within these pages are the property of their respective holders. Use of other
company trademarks, product names, service names, trade names, and logos or
images of the same does not necessarily constitute (a) an endorsement by such
company of Advisory Board and its products and services, or (b) an endorsement
of the company or its products or services by Advisory Board. Advisory Board is
not affiliated with any such company.
IMPORTANT: Please read the following.
Advisory Board has prepared this report for the exclusive use of its members.
Each member acknowledges and agrees that this report and the information
contained herein (collectively, the “Report”) are confidential and proprietary to
Advisory Board. By accepting delivery of this Report, each member agrees to
abide by the terms as stated herein, including the following:
1.

Advisory Board owns all right, title, and interest in and to this Report. Except
as stated herein, no right, license, permission, or interest of any kind in this
Report is intended to be given, transferred to, or acquired by a member.
Each member is authorized to use this Report only to the extent expressly
authorized herein.

2.

Each member shall not sell, license, republish, or post online or otherwise this
Report, in part or in whole. Each member shall not disseminate or permit the
use of, and shall take reasonable precautions to prevent such dissemination
or use of, this Report by (a) any of its employees and agents (except as stated
below), or (b) any third party.

3.

Each member may make this Report available solely to those of its employees
and agents who (a) are registered for the workshop or membership program of
which this Report is a part, (b) require access to this Report in order to learn
from the information described herein, and (c) agree not to disclose this
Report to other employees or agents or any third party. Each member shall
use, and shall ensure that its employees and agents use, this Report for its
internal use only. Each member may make a limited number of copies, solely
as adequate for use by its employees and agents in accordance with the
terms herein.

4.

Each member shall not remove from this Report any confidential markings,
copyright notices, and/or other similar indicia herein.

5.

Each member is responsible for any breach of its obligations as stated herein
by any of its employees or agents.

6.

If a member is unwilling to abide by any of the foregoing obligations, then
such member shall promptly return this Report and all copies thereof to
Advisory Board.
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